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Who we are?
What we do!

Light up your business!
Kang Yang is a leading manufacturer of Light Pipes,
LED holders and Lenses. Our array of LED hardware
is constantly complemented by new designs
resulting from customer requirements and market
developments.
Our molded nylon LED holders are offered in straight and
right angled versions. The LED holders offering comprise of
both PCB mounting and front panel assembly.

Do you need Samples? Please ask us!
Do you need more information? Please call us!
We offer through-hole and locking pin options to enhance
the board mounting strength. The interlocking designs
serve as a lead forming fixture, uniformly aligning and
elevating the LEDs in any color combination, style and
function imaginable.

Light pipes are used mostly for visual status indication in
situations where traditional indicators are too large or
other space constraints exist. Typical applications can be
found in Data Communications, Test & Measurement,
Process Control, Medical and Handheld devices.
Our light pipes are molded from RoHS compliant UL94-V0
or V2 Water Clear Polycarbonate with a 35% oxygen index.

Kang Yang originates from
Taiwan and has an excellent
reputation for the design and
manufacture of standard and
custom highly specialized plastic
components.
We specialize in fasteners, circuit
board hardware, wire routing
products, clips, clamps and
telecom accessories.
Other products which add to this
vast array of components are
silicon heat pads, EMC shielding
products and PCB terminals.

ORDER OUR CATALOG
HERE!

Custom designs !
Light pipes and LED holders
come in a wide variety. Some
applications need a special
design. Kang Yang has the
capability to manufacture
custom solutions to meet
your specific requirements.
With access to the latest
techniques we can turn your
designs into reality without
bothering you with high
startup costs.

www.kangyang-usa.com
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